We pre8snt a ney ordering scheme tor the linear equations obtained from the HermIte blcubic collocation approximation to the solution of second order. linear, elliptic partial differential equations on rectangular domains. The resulting matrix has a non-zero diagonal and is a band matrix with band width 4 (N a -l) where Nt; 1s the number of verUcal grid lines. The matrix is block symmetric in that It consists ot 4><4 blocks which if B(j'iJ'!O then Bji'#Q. There are at most 16 non-zero entriss per row occurring in 4 blocks. All of the symmetric pairs of off~dlagonal blocks can be stored in their natural order within one 4x4 block. has a non-zero diagonal. The usual" ordering for the collocatIon matrix yields a system which ha.s many zerOB on the diagonal. With this motivation in mind, we present a new order~scheme tor the collocation matrix so that the resulting band matrix has a nice structure which includes a non-zero diagonal.
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IntroducUon
Iterative teohniques have been shown to be very etfecttve tor solving large. I!Ipl1l'I!IB systems of equations. Such systems are obtained from the Hermite blcub ie coUocation approximation to the solution of second order, Unear, elliptic partial differential equations on rectangular domains. Thus. one would naturally lLke to solve the collocation equatioIlB by some type of iteratlve technlque. In order to use an iterative technlque. it is necessary that the system of equations has a non-zero diagonal. The usual" ordering for the collocatIon matrix yields a system which ha.s many zerOB on the diagonal. With this motivation in mind, we present a new order~scheme tor the collocation matrix so that the resulting band matrix has a nice structure which includes a non-zero diagonal.
The ordering of the collocation points (equations, rows) is discussed in Section 2. The ordering of the Hermite blcubic basis functions (unknowns, columns) is discussed in Section 3. The reordering of the boundary basis functions is discussed In Section 4, An implementation within the ELLPACK system is discussed in Section 5. Appendix A contalns a complete set of tables describing the boundary baa1f~function reordering. Appendix B contains computer generated pictures of the structure of the collocation equations both using a standard finite element ordering and using the scheme described here.
Note: To insure a non-zero dlagonal. we assume that the coefficient functions in the partial ditrerential equation and the boundary conditions do not vanish. Also. the boundary condition on any side of the rectangular domain may include only values of the unknown function u andlor its normal derivative. The important idea In the above ordering Is that the grld points are first numbered in a natural way and then the collocation polnts are numbered In the order of their corresponding grid point. We could number the grid points south to north. west to east as long as we suitably modify the rest of the ordering scheme described in the following sections. Similarly, the four collocation points associated with any grid point may be locally ordered in any manner. Figure 3 where x:::"non..zero entry" and ·="zero". We see from Figure 3 that the above matrix does not qUite have a non-zero diagonal. However, unlike the usual collocation matrix structure (see Section 5), the intermediate collocation matrix reaulting from the ordering dIscussed thus far is tri-banded with the center band going down the diagonal. 'Ibis structure gives rise to the hope that perhaps by reordering some of columns of this matrix we can indeed obtain a non-zero diagonal. In the next section we discuss bow to do Just that.
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The Reordering or the Boundary _ FlmcUone
The linear system resulting from the ordering discussed in Sections 2 and 3
consists of 4x4 blocks which can be identLtled with the grid points. Clearly, the non-zeros on the diagonal of the collocation matrix will occur only in the diagonal blooks corresponding to the boundary grid points. There are eight ditrerent types of boundary points which we label as follows: 
We see that by permuting the second and third basis functions (columns 2 and 3), we obtain a non-zero diagonal in this block:
By considering all nine possible boundary conditions which may occur at the south-west corner, one can show that it is sways possible to reorder the columns to obtain a non-zero diagonal in this diagonal block. The possible boundary conditions at the south-west corner with the corresponding permutations are given below in Table 1 . Recall that the orderIng described in Sections 2~3 yields the lntermed1atẽ
Dllocation matrix given in The matrlx indeed has a non-zero diagonal.
-9-5. ImplementaUon
The ordering scheme described in SecUens 2-4 has been l.mplemented by the author as the indexing module, P3C1COLLORDER, within the ELLPACK system [RicB, 1977] . The ELLPACK module P3-Cl COl.J..OCATlON generates the Hermite bicubic collocation linear system using a standard flnlte element ordering described in Appendix B. P3C1COlJ.,ORDER reorders the Unear system generated by P3-Cl COLLOCATION so that the reordered system has a Don-zero diagonal. 
Conclusion
In the introduction we stated that the motivation tor developing this order1 ng Bcheme for the collocation equations was the desire to use an iterative technique to Bolve the linear system. However. the collocation matrix resulting trom this ordering is not symmetric, positive definite. In tact, we have seen computationally that it has complex eigenvalues Borne with rather large Imaginary components. Hence, standard iterative techniques do not apply. The problem thus arises of developing an iterative technique which will solve the collocation equations in this torm. Thus, we present this new ordering scheme as a first step towards the solution ot this problem. Acknowledgements I thank Professor John R. Rice tor suggesting the ordering described in Sections 2-3 and tor encouraging me to continue this work to its present torm. J. R. Rice, (1977 ........................................ .. ' .. '",,' ,,' 'iii;;.,,' ,,,',,,,,,' ',' ,,""" ',,;' ',',.' ",," 
